
Elementary I 2021-2022

Week of May 30
● **There is no delayed start on the last day of school**
● This week in music class, ELI students played genre four square, reviewed the treble

clef, and played poison rhythm. Each class attempted to beat their treble clef
identification start time and succeeded!

● Happy belated birthday to Anya Brooks and Truman Kelley.
● Please remind your child to take a look in lost and found for any missing items
● Remember to wear tie-dye for the last day of school!
● This week, we have finished sharing everyone's outstanding weather projects. Each

student had an opportunity to present their project to the class with time for a Q&A at
the end. Students from both Pawtuxet and Mattakeesett had the chance to showcase
their projects with the school in a science-fair style afternoon. Projects were stationed
around the classroom, and visiting students and staff could come and see all of their
hard work.

● As the year comes to a close, we have been wrapping up concepts and encouraging
students to keep up the great work over the summer. Please feel free to continue
using IXL through the summer. Students will have access until late August.

● Comments from our Classroom Reporter Jack Drapeau:
● Truman Kelley and Zack Lyne shared that they are most proud of themselves for their

print samples this week.
● Johanna Simeone and Zoe Travers shared that their most challenging work this week

was Grammar Drawers.
● In Art, students had the opportunity to finish their colorful aboriginal dot paintings.

Week of May 23
● If you haven't already please bring in your weather projects.



● As the year wraps up please remind your child to check the lost and found, we remind
them often but still have quite the collection of items.

● This week's group lesson was all about money. Children were able to explore real coins,
learn about the minting process, add and subtraction price tags.

● Comments from our classroom reporter, Sophie Drewziski
○ Zack Lyne, enjoyed his lesson on fraction dominoes this week.
○ Hannah Delgado and Olivia Christiano have been working on writing a sequel

of Sally and Bett their new short series.
○ Zoe Travers's favorite work this week was Time Dominoes

● This week we celebrated Oskar and Harry's birthdays with special treats. Happy
Birthday to both boys!

● In Patuxet, we have been learning about all aspects of weather through the children’s
weather project presentations. Today the students were able to share their projects
with other classes around campus as well as faculty and admin members.

● This week in music class, ELI students played genre four square, learned about pop
music, reviewed reading the treble clef, and competed in a note identification team
exercise. Additionally, each class attempted to beat their treble clef identification start
time. The goal is to beat their start time by the end of the academic year.

Week of May 16
● This week in music class, ELI students played genre four square, reviewed reading the

treble clef, and played lines and spaces bingo. Each class participated in a timed treble
clef identification exercise. The goal is to beat their start time as a class by the end of
the academic year.

● Continuing their study of light this week in Shop, ELI students saw first hand the
effects of solar energy on their favorite campside treat as they cooked S'mores in a
solar oven. Students talked about absorption, solar reflection and greenhouse effect
and then made a few ovens of their own to cook more treats while they work in future
Shop classes.

● In Agriculture, children planted herbs in the herb garden then harvested some of the
new emerging mint to make a coconut, sugar mint scrub that they packaged and
took home for future skin care!

● In Art,   students continued their adventure to the land down under. They are learning
about aboriginal dot painting and working on their original paintings.

● We celebrated Samuel Delgado's birthday on Wednesday and Greyson Donovan's
birthday on Friday. Happy Birthday to both boys!!

Week of May 9
● This week in Agriculture students put on their aprons and got cooking! We talked

about food maps and how ingredients are harvested and processed. We then made
pancakes from scratch citing all ingredients and where they came from. It was a tasty
day!

● Happy Birthday to Olivia, Genevieve and Daniel.



● This week's group lesson was focused on wind patterns throughout the world.
Students had a lesson on reading a Beaufort Wind Scale and played a group game
using their new knowledge. They have also been working on cloud based activities,
distinguishing types of clouds and studying types of weather.

● Frist-Year students are practicing using the Stamp Game for static and dynamic
addition, focusing on exchanging. In Language, they have just been introduced to
poetry and have been working on exploring adjectives.

● Second-year students have been working on multiplication using the Stamp Game
and solidifying their dynamic subtraction skills. As for Language, students are working
on Grammar Boxes and finishing their Explode the Code books.

● Third-year students have been working with a range of math materials to solve both
Multiplication and Division problems. In Language, Students have been focusing on
conjunctions and decoding fragmented sentences.

● Patuxet students are working on Narrative writing. They are exploring conflict,
characters, and other various aspects of story telling. Ask your child what topic they
cose to write about during their narrative writing time.

● Comments from Mattakeessett Classroom Reporter: Hannah Delgado
○ Max Bryer and Olivia Christiano shared that their favorite work this week was

Partner Flashcards.
○ Brielle Giordano and Jack Drapeau enjoyed working on the Master Time Game.
○ Sophie Drzewiecki shared that she is proud of herself for completing her Times

For Kids early.
○ Truman Kelley said that his favorite work this week has been Atmosphere

Matching.

● May 16th is the International Day of Light, marking the anniversary of Theodore
Maiman's first successful operation of the laser.  In honor of his discovery, ELI students
learned about light this week in Shop. They talked about the importance of natural
light from the sun and the technology behind man made light. How does light travel
through the air? Students studied the difference in transparent, translucent and
opaque, understanding how light travels through materials and colored filters.  What
colors are present and what colors are blocked?   Then students had fun using this
knowledge to make puppets come to life.

● This week in music class, ELI students played genre four square, reviewed reading the
treble clef, created their own acronym to remember the lines on the treble clef, and
listened and reacted to “I Knew You Were Treble,” a parody of Taylor Swift’s “I Knew
You Were Trouble” about the treble clef. At the end of class, each class participated in
a timed treble clef identification exercise. The goal is to beat their start time as a class
by the end of the academic year.

● In Art, the Mattakessett classroom finished their tribal masks. These paintings are on
exhibit in their classroom foyer and look fabulous. Patuxet students starting their new
adventure learning about Australia and designing aboriginal dot paintings. They are
very excited about this art experience.

https://www.bfarm.org/article/564986
https://www.bfarm.org/article/589506


Week of May 2
● This week in Shop ELI went further in their domino mastery. Using the lessons they

learned from failed sets last week.  Understanding the time needed to be attentive to
detail and spacing, students came together to connect each smaller build and create
one large topple as a class.

● This week in music class, ELI students learned about the hierarchy of musical
elements and how to play the poison rhythm game. This game relies on the usage of
rhythm sticks, active listening, and a basic understanding of rhythm patterns.

● In Agriculture, students got busy helping out with barnyard chores. They collected
eggs, raked and clean pens, scrubbed feed dishes and groomed goats as part of their
contribution to the farm.

● Patuxet  students finished their African masks this week and the end results are
stunning.  They will soon be up on display in the ELI foyer.

Week of April 23
● Happy birthday to Max Bryer and Madelyn Kane
● Adam Roberts celebrated his Birthday in Patuxet Friday. It is the first of the summer

birthday we are celebrating in the coming months.
● Please remember that the weather project is due May 23. Please don't hesitate to

reach out with any questions as soon as they come up.
● This week, we have started exploring different styles of poetry. Students have been

working on writing poems and expanding their rhyming skills. Second-year students
have been introduced to multiple-digit multiplication this week and are working on
mastering their one-digit multiplication facts. Third-year students have been working
on their division skills and first-year students are working actively on dynamic
subtraction using the Stamp Game.

● We had our group lesson on the Rotation and Revolving of the Earth and how that
leads to our Day, Night and Year cycles.

● This week in Shop, ELI students got to be Domino Masters.  Students watched a video
of a young master builder creating some pretty impressive sets and then focused on
mastering six basic domino building techniques.  Using their new skills, students built
and toppled set after set learning from each mistake.  This was a wonderful practice in
design thinking, using failure as a tool to improve each attempt at mastery.  It was also
so fun to watch each topple in action!

● This week in music class, ELI students learned how to play rhythm bingo. This game
relies on a basic understanding of music notation and is used to strengthen aural
skills.

● In Art, students are finishing their African mask paintings. They are magnificent works
of art, and will soon be on display in their classroom foyer.



● In Agriculture, students got a lesson on good bugs/ bad bugs and took their sleuthing
skills out into the field looking for creepy crawlies. Armed with jars, trowels, nets, and
magnifying glasses, children enjoyed getting up close to nature.

Week of April 11
● Thank you to everyone who signed up for our first in-person conferences since 2019!

We looked forward to them, and it was wonderful to see you all face-to-face.
● Thank you for attending our class play! Everyone did a nice job creating a costume,

remembering lines, and singing with joy. It was a pleasure to watch!
● Happy upcoming birthday to Max Bryer on April 28th
● If you haven't already, please turn in weather project slips and take advantage of this

time off to get started. Projects will be due the week of May 23rd (please see the
attached document for an outline)

● We hope you all have a peaceful and relaxing April break and look forward to hearing
about all of the exciting things that happened when we return!

● This week in The Shop, much fun was had by our ELI students. Students talked about
chemistry. What is a chemical reaction? What is a gas? What happens if you trap the
gas produced by a chemical reaction? After observing the release of carbon dioxide,
students built a homemade rocket and blasted them off the Shop porch!

● In Art, students started their African-inspired mask drawings as they learned about
their meaning and culture. Some were even inspired by the weather.

● In Agriculture, we took some time to acknowledge Earth Day and what it means.
Children were then asked to assemble an Earth Day card that expressed what they
could do for their planet/environment and what they were thankful for.

Week of April 4
● Happy Belated birthday to Juliette Dickey
● This week we sent home project forms for our study of weather. Students are

welcome to pick any number of weather-related topics and explore them using an
array of mediums. Please see the attached project sheet to help your child decide on
their project. As always, please reach out with any questions sooner rather than later
so we can respond in a timely, meaningful manner.

● We look forward to seeing you all at conferences. We have come such a long way
through this COVID journey and are excited to meet face to face.

● This week, we continued our weather study and took a deeper dive into the water
cycle. Students had the opportunity to paint a picture of the water cycle occurring
naturally in creative landscapes such as rivers, oceans, and lakes. Students also
participated in a lively discussion about the importance of keeping our water safe for
everyone.

● First-year students have just been introduced to the Stamp Game and have eagerly
solved complex math problems.

● Second-year students have been working on their multiplication facts using Times
Bead Bar.

https://5il.co/18iid
https://www.bfarm.org/article/564986


● Third-year students have been polishing their multiplication facts, working on division
skills, and being flashcard partners with our first-year students.

● This week in Drama, students had their final in-class rehearsals for "How to be a Pirate
in Seven Easy Songs".   Please continue to review material with your student(s) so they
can feel confident for the shows on Wednesday and Thursday!

● In Artland, students created their clay African scenes and happily took all their
gorgeous pottery home. It was truly a joyous time.

● In Agriculture this week students were given a chance to create an observation
journal of animal behavior and attributes. They took time quietly observing the unique
characteristics of our farm animals, creating wonderful sketches and thoughtful
reflections.

● Did you know the people of the Incan Empire were building suspension bridges 300
years before the Europeans? Did you know they built these bridges out of rope they
handmade from grass? Did you know these bridges could hold up to 4,000 lbs?
Students learned about the last remaining Incan bridge and the indigenous people
that continue to maintain it still today. Students then got to work building their own
Incan-style bridge out of newspaper and tested their load-bearing engineering along
the way.

Week of March 28
● In the Patuxet group lesson this week, the students learned what longitude and

latitude lines on a map are and how to identify where a specific country or continent
lies. The students also learned about the Equator and Prime Meridian and whether we
are located in the Southern or Northern Hemisphere of the world.

● The Shop: This week in The Shop, students continued their weather investigation with
a dive into meteorology and all the different instruments used to collect data and
report the weather for tomorrow. Students looked at air pressure, what creates a cold
front and warm front, and what brings severe weather our way. Then students made a
rain cloud in a jar watching the rain fall as the Nimbus cloud became heavy and
released drops. Students even built a homemade barometer for their class to measure
the air pressure in their classroom as we move into spring. Weather is fascinating!

● Agriculture: Students continued their studies on weather and how it affects
agriculture and the environment. We got reacquainted with the water cycle and how
it contributes to erosion and the earth's topography, conducting experiments
demonstrating each.

● Drama: In Drama, students are wrapping up the blocking, choreographing, and music
learning stage of their show process. Moving onto production aspects, students are
planning their costumes, becoming familiar with the last few prop additions, and
working on the transitions that bring a show to life!

● Art: This week, students finished their Serengeti scenes and added beadwork and
finishing touches. Matakesset's wall hangings are currently on display in the classroom
foyer. Soon they will go home, and Patuxet's wall hangings will be on exhibit.

Week of March 21



● In our unit on weather, we started by learning about myths and how early people
created them to explain their world. Students made their own and shared them.

● Students have been learning about graphing - interpreting them and creating their
own

● In language, Third year students continue to practice supporting their writing with
examples/reasons. They have been learning about persuasive writing. Second year
students continue to practice writing stories with a beginning, middle, and end. First
year students have been answering questions in their journals and practicing writing
complete sentences.

● In conjunction with their weather unit, students looked at temperature and freezing
point in The Shop. Why is it that a person can float in the Dead Sea? Why doesn't the
ocean freeze when it's 32 degrees outside? Does salt melt ice? No! Salt lowers the
freezing point of water, changing the point at which the state of matter changes from
liquid to solid. And what better way to test this phenomenon than making some ice
cream? It was a yummy lesson indeed.

● In Agriculture, the children participated in a five senses scavenger hunt honoring the
advent of Spring.

● In Art this week, students designed fabric murals of the Serengeti and will be finishing
them next week using a creative bleaching process.

● In Drama this week, students started putting the final touches on their class musicals.
Please continue to listen to the music and practice at home!

Week of March 14
● In music class, Mattakeesett students learned the fifth song of their upcoming

musical How to Be a Pirate in Seven Easy Songs by Greg Gilpin called “Lovely Loot.”
Students further developed their ensemble skills through an activity involving
movement scarves. All students are encouraged to practice with the accompanying
musical tracks, unaccompanied musical tracks, and lyric sheets that were shared
with families via email.

● ELI students are learning about weather in their classroom.  This week in Shop,
students looked at temperature and freezing point. Why is it that a person can float in
the Dead Sea? Why doesn't the ocean freeze when it's 32 degrees outside? Does salt
melt ice? No! Salt lowers the freezing point of water, changing the point at which the
state of matter changes from liquid to solid. And what better way to test this
phenomenon than by making some ice cream? It was a yummy lesson indeed.

● Elementary I students finished glazing their pottery this week and are brimming with
excitement to see the finished pieces.

● ELI students delved into Spring cleaning the orchard and paddocks, removing sticks
and debris, raking, and organizing. Please note, Spring is nearly upon us and the
weather can be wet, rubber boots on Agriculture day are advisable.

● In Mattakeesett's Drama class, students discussed how to use everyday clothing to
creatively portray characters and continued to practice for their upcoming musical
performance.





Week of March 7
Patuxet

● In our Wednesday lesson Patuxet watched a short clip about the Bering Strait. During
the last ice age, Alaska and Russia were connected by a land bridge known as the
Bering Strait Crossing. This is where the earliest settlers of the Alaskan territory
crossed. This led us into a short discussion about migration and how early humans
were able to move from continent to continent. We also had a discussion about early
human tools and what they would be used for, followed by a short clip of how they
were made. As a follow-up, we took a walk through the peace path to gather supplies
to make our own tools! Each of the students enjoyed making and presenting their
creations to the class.

Mattakeesett:
● Third-grade students had the opportunity this week to find a poem they liked and

create a poster using their best cursive handwriting. Students choose a mixture of
poetry styles and tools to create unique and exciting pieces of handwritten art. They
also had a lesson on persuasive writing. Don't be surprised if your child tries to
convince  you into a later bedtime.

● Second-year students have been continuing to work on print writing. Cursive is just
around the corner for most; please encourage them to use their best writing skills
even when doing homework. They are working on inferring this week. In this activity,
students look at an image of someone expressing strong emotion, then discuss what
information they could gather and how they could help improve the person's feelings.
We will continue to work on this skill and explore problem-solving scenarios.

● First-year students are working on writing opinion-based sentences and recognizing
the differences between facts and opinions. We talked about the importance of
respecting one another's opinion even if you disagree.

Comments from our Classroom Reporter, Hannah Delgado:
○ Jack Drapeau shared he is most proud of himself for his improvement on Mad

Minutes.
○ Matthew Toffey's favorite work this week was Early Human Read, Write, and

Draw.
○ Olivia Christiano Shared that she is most proud of herself for doing her best

work in her Explode The Code.
○ Truman Kelley shared that his most challenging work this week was Prehistory

Timeline.
● This week in Music class, ELI students learned the fourth song of their

upcoming musical How to Be a Pirate in Seven Easy Songs by Greg Gilpin
called “I Spy.” Students further developed their ensemble skills through
partnered activities using bean bags, sea chanteys, and movement scarves.
Students are encouraged to practice with the accompanied musical tracks,
unaccompanied musical tracks, and lyric sheets that were shared with families
via email.



● In Art, Elementary 1 students continued glazing their pottery this week and
are brimming with excitement to see the finished pieces.

● In Shop, ELI students have been busy making with Make Dos. Last week they
learned the different techniques and skills for building with these little
magical tools and tried them out on some small-group collaborative work.
This week we put those skills to use as a whole group and took it to the next
level. Students collaborated to incorporate many different design ideas and
build a giant kid-sized fort creation. The excitement was high, and the design
thinking skills were flowing.

● This week in Drama, Patuxet and Mattakeesett continued blocking for their
upcoming show and began to incorporate props into their in-class rehearsal.

● Students explored the weather phenomenon, wind and how people have
harnessed the wind to create various forms of energy using windmills and
wind turbines. They then created a model windmill and attached mechanism
to demonstrate how the energy is utilized.

Week of March 1

● In Art, students started glazing their pottery this week and were beyond
excited to see their stunning works of art.

● In Shop, students worked with Makedos! ELI had tons of fun working with a
new building tool this week in Shop. Using only cardboard and these tiny little
tool wonders, students got busy building everything from forts to animals.
Some students were curious where to get these fun do-dads.  Here is a link in
case any parents want to investigate. They can also be found on Amazon.
https://www.make.do/

● This week, we moved forward to talking about cave people. We read about
Marcel Ravidat's exciting discovery of the Lascaux cave paintings. Students
were excited at the potential to discover unknown caves.

● We had a lively discussion about how and why these paintings were so
important. We talked about how they got into the cave in the first place and
what the images possibly meant to them. Students then created their own
cave paintings and told stories of successful hunts, scavenging expeditions,
and treacherous journeys.

Comments from our classroom reporter, Truman Kelley:

○ Lily Upson shared that her favorite work this week was the Math Mixed
Practice Cards.

○ Madelyn Kane shared that her favorite work this week was completing
the Division Bingo Board.

https://www.make.do/


○ Cam Flaim shared that his favorite work this week was the cave
painting activity.

○ Anassa Alnatas said she enjoyed her lesson on the Silent E Matching
Activity.

Week of February 14

● Both elementary classes finished the 4 part series of Walking with Cavemen. After
break we will continue our study of early humans.

● In Music, students learned the second song of their upcoming musical How to Be a
Pirate in Seven Easy Songs by Greg Gilpin called “Shiver Me Timbers.” Students further
developed their ensemble skills through partnered activities using bean bags and sea
chanteys. The accompanied and unaccompanied musical tracks, lyric sheets, and
performance information was sent out last week via email. Students are encouraged
to practice the material they have learned thus far outside of class.

● In Art, students are finishing up working on the pottery wheel and handbuilding.
Students sculpted adorable hippos and were working on the wheel designing plates
and more festive ware. After vacation they will be painting and glazing these works of
art.

● In Agriculture, explored food preservation techniques through the ages, from drying
and salting to fermenting and refrigeration. They then learned a quick healthy way to
enjoy dehydrated apple chips using the modern convenience of the microwave.

● Comments from our classroom reporter Jack Drapeau
● Juliette Dickey is most proud of herself for completing her math problems this week.
● Anassa Alnatas shared that her most challenging work this week was Explode the

Code.
● MJ Collentro's favorite work this week was learning how to write Comics.
● Brielle Giordano's favorite work this week was Timeline of Early Humans.

Week of February 7

● On our journey through Early Humans this week, we explored Homo Habilis and
Homo Erectus. We demonstrated how Bariengia, the land bridge connecting North
America and Asia, surfaced and allowed early humans to walk from Africa and Asia
into North and South America. This sparked a lively discussion about how when
glaciers melt, sea levels can rise, and we lose pieces of our coastal land, and when they
form, we gain some coastal area.

● First-year students have been introduced to Grammar Drawers, starting with
compound words.

● Second-years got their first lesson on dictionary exploration.



● Third-years have been working on thesaurus research.
● In music, ELI students learned the first song of their upcoming musical How to Be a

Pirate in Seven Easy Songs by Greg Gilpin called “Ahoy There!” Students further
developed their ensemble skills through movement based activities using bean bags
and sea chanteys. The accompanied and unaccompanied musical tracks, lyric sheets,
and performance information was shared this week. Please make sure you received
the email!

● In Shop, students used the knowledge they gained from making their own compasses
last week to move beyond the walls of the Shop. Students walked the Bay Farm
campus reading the direction they were going as well as the direction they came from
with their compasses. And lastly, they took their learning a step further with some
map work using a Rose compass and Legend.

● In Art, students rotated, and continued their African adventure by designing huts, as
well as created original plates with beautiful tribal patterns using glazes and sgrafitto
technique on the pottery wheel.

Comments from our classroom Reporter Madelyn Kane:

○ LisaMarie Grace enjoyed her new lesson on greater than or less than using the
"greater gator."

○ Max Bryer explored the comparison of early humans and wrote a detailed
summary of his findings.

○ Zoe Travers's favorite part of this week's group lesson was the stone tool
matching activity.

○ Anya Brooks was most proud of herself for completing the Prehistory Timeline.

Week of February 1

● This week, we continued our work on Early humans focusing on Homo habilis.
These great apes had slightly larger brains than Australopithecus and advanced the
species forward using tools. We discussed what they may have been able to eat now
that they have the means to access new food sources. We then watched the next
episode of Walking with Cavemen about Homo habilis and learned why certain
species may have gone extinct while others began to thrive.

● Third-year students have been working on their division skills using Bingo Board,
Stamp Game, and Bead Bar, all classic Montessori materials. In language, they are
still working to identify plural/ possessive Pronouns and appropriate use in a
sentence.

● Second-years have been introduced to multiplication using Bead Bar and are still
working on their dynamic subtraction skills. They have been focusing on Grammar
Boxes in language, exploring compound words, prefixes, and suffixes.

● First-Years have been working on dynamic addition using the Golden Beads in
math and language, exploring chronological order with Scrambled Sentence Boxes.



● In Art, students continued their African adventure by designing huts, as well as
creating original plates with beautiful tribal patterns in Sgrafitto on the pottery
wheel.

● In Drama, students began to work on their lines and blocking for the beginning of
their new musical, "How to be a Pirate in Seven Easy Songs".  The class partook in a
discussion about playing a character who has a different kind of life.  Further
information will be sent to parents in the coming week.

● In Music, In preparation to begin the music for their upcoming musical, ELI explored
sea chanteys. They learned about the context in which sea chanteys were sung and
why. They practiced their ensemble skills by playing pass the bean bag to a sea
chantey medley, and reviewed classroom expectations to ensure the rest of the
school year runs as smoothly as possible.

● In Shop, students are looking at maps in their classrooms. This week in Shop,
students made their very own compass. They took a closer look at a compass and
what makes it work. Talking about the Earth's magnetic fields and the north and
south faces of a magnet and how they react to each other. Which way is North?

Comments from our class reporter Eva Guillette:
● Liviana Demar enjoyed her lesson on rounding.
● Michael Collentro said that his favorite part of this week's group lesson was the Early

Human Timeline.
● Anya Brooks shared that her favorite work this week was ABC order.
● Johanna Simeone and Lily Upson shared that their most challenging work this

week was Grammar Box.

Week of January 24

● This week, we took a deeper dive into early humans in this Wednesday's group
lesson. After looking at the similarities of chimpanzees, Australopithecus, and
humans last week, we decided to focus on the oldest known relative to humans,
'Lucy,' the Australopithecus.

● We introduced a classic Montessori material, the timeline of early humans, exploring
chimpanzees' progression towards human life.

● We then watched a short episode of "Walking With Cavemen." This show helped
give students a mental image of what scientists believe this ancient period may
have looked like. This show also explored what may have happened to Lucy during
this period.

● All of our students have been working on parts of speech. First years have been
working to identify nouns and recognize appropriate capitals.

● Second Years got their first lesson on prepositions and are working to identify them
in a sentence.

● Third Years have been exploring writing possessive nouns and pronouns.
● In Shop,  students learned about the forces acting against us as we move through

air. We took our knowledge about lift, air friction and drag and made parachutes
that landed our lego figures safely on the Shop floor.



● In Music, explored country music. They were able to identify the main components
of country music and many country artists following the class. Additionally, they
practiced their ensemble skills by playing songs in student-led small groups on
boomwhackers.

● In Art, students were in the midst of sculpting  lions and working on the wheel
creating animal mugs.  Oh the fun and smiles were in full spectrum.

● In Drama, students began character work and choreography for the first number in
their upcoming musical.

Comments from our classroom reporter Lily Upson:

● LisaMarie Grace enjoyed her lesson this week on chalkboard writing in handwriting.
● Jack Drapeau shared that he is most proud of himself for completing all of the noun

boxes in the grammar box.
● Brielle Giordano's favorite work this week was the Lucy lesson about

Australopithecus.
● Sophie Drzeiwicki enjoyed reading about Wild Woolly Mammoths.

Week of January 18

● During this week's group lesson we took a closer look at early humans and the
usefulness of opposable thumbs. Students had the opportunity to test out a variety of
experiments with their thumbs restricted by connecting them to their pointer fingers.
They tested activities like tying a shoe, writing their names, opening jars, and pouring
water.

● We also did a bone matching activity exploring the similarities and differences
between chimpanzees, neanderthals, and human skeletons.

● Students also watched a short video exploring the timeline of early humans and
learning about Lucy, the oldest known fossil from human ancestors.

● As students begin to finish up their Explode the Code books they will advance to the
next one. They have been doing a fantastic job with these and we look forward to their
continued progress.

● First Years have been working on double digit dynamic addition. Please feel free to
practice this skill at home as well with small additional facts.

● In Art, students continue learning about animals in Africa, and this week sculpted
lions and animal mugs in clay.  Everyone is having a blast using clay and working on
the pottery wheel.

● In Shop, students learned that the shock you feel after walking across carpet and
reaching for the door knob is actually tiny electrons balancing out your positively
charged atoms. Students had fun doing what seemed like magic as they moved
electrons between conductive and insulative materials. We all laughed a lot!

Comments from our classroom reporter Michael Collentro:
○ Jack Drapeau shared that his favorite work this week was learning about

primates.



○ Max Bryer shared that he was proud of himself for completing his second
reading SRA.

○ Zack Lyne was most proud of his math SRA work.
○ Brielle Gordiano enjoyed the opposable thumbs experiments.

Week of January 10

● In Art, students continue their animal studies with an African theme, as they enter a

semester working in clay.  For the first animal they are learning about the African

elephant and sculpted this fabulous creature.  They are also working on the pottery

wheel learning various techniques.  Their first lesson was learning how to make a bowl

with various edges, and some students were inspired to add fun animals in the bowls.

Dress for a mess on art days and plan on major fun.

● In Shop,  ELI students tested the world record holding paper airplane design using

their knowledge about flight/lift, thrust and friction. They then built a simple catapult

to send their aircraft sailing the farthest! Fun Times were had.

● In Music, ELI explored rock music. They were able to identify the main components of

rock music and many rock artists following the class. Additionally, they learned how to

appropriately use Boomwhackers and were able to play a rock version of Beethoven’s

“Ode to Joy.”

● In Agriculture, we stepped outside the classroom to observe the trees in winter.

Students were given a lesson on identifying different points of a tree to determine its

species. They documented their findings from specimens around our campus using

bark rubbings and sketches, creating a personal journal.

● Comments from our classroom reporter, Johannah Simeone:

○ Madelyn Kane shared that she is proud of herself for her hard work on her

math problems.

○ Liviana Demar also shared that she is proud of herself for finishing challenging

math problems.

○ Matthew Toffey Shared that his favorite work this week was an early human

print sample.



○ Sophia Drzewiecki said that her favorite work this week was completing a

challenging SRA (reading comprehension work).

Week of December 13

● Happy Holidays from us to you! We hope you enjoy this time off. We look forward to

seeing you when we come back!

● This week, we had the pleasure of listening to a National Marine Life Center

presentation. The students learned about loggerhead sea turtles, Northern red-bellied

cooters, and local seals. At this center, they focused on the rehabilitation and release of

these animals and were able to tell first-hand stories of why these animals had to visit

the center and what they did to release them back into the wild. They learned about

the key steps to take if you ever see one of these animals washed up on the beach and

how they can help the animal recover.

● We also had the opportunity to dissect owl pellets this week. Students could find the

bones and fur from animals that the owl had eaten in these pellets but could not fully

digest. Students had a blast picking through them to discover what kind of animal the

owl had eaten and identifying the different bone structures.

● Comments from the Mattakeesett classroom reporter Livi Demar:

○ Many students were excited to dissect Owl pellets; Hannah Delgado, Cam

Flaim, Brielle Giordano, Eva Guillette, Kirrsta Shopshire, and Lily Upson shared

that it was their favorite work this week.

○ Anassa Alnatas shared that her favorite work this week was holiday-themed

math problems.

○ Johanna Simeone reported that she was proud of completing her research on

Oprah Winfrey and sharing her findings with the class.

● ELI students wrapped up their work on their designer animals and their unique

habitats this week in Shop. These students have put so much creative energy into

these builds.  Each student carefully thought through the combination of all the

characteristics of their animals, making sure to include explanations behind each of

their decisions on the climate in which their animal lives, what it eats, where it sleeps

and much more.  It was extremely exciting to hear them present to their classmates.

● Elementary students were JOYfilled and Merry as they designed and decorated their

gingerbread houses.

● In Agriculture, we got into the holiday spirit by constructing some beautiful

ornaments using natural materials such as pine cones, sticks and moss. We also



explored the meaning and history behind the Christmas tree.

● This week in music class, Mattakeesett and Patuxet explored the notes on the treble

clef by making their own acronyms to remember the lines and spaces on the music

staff.  Additionally, they were introduced to an instrument used in Australian

Aboriginal music called the didgeridoo. Authentic didgeridoo music was played for

the class after the physical instrument was presented.

Week of December 6

● Please make sure students bring hats and gloves for recess. Even though the children

are running around they do get chilly when it is cold!

● Both Patuxet and Mattakesett classrooms will be having a representative from The

National Marine Life Center come and speak with them Wednesday, 12/15. We may not

be able to visit due to COVID precautions, so we are bringing the information to each

class.

● We are so proud of our Patuxet classroom, which performed its first play this past

Thursday. Great job to all!!

● This week in class, Patuxet students finished an experiment monitoring the changes

of an egg, piece of lettuce, and a slice of bread over the past few weeks. Each week the

students have illustrated and written about the changes that they see. This week was

our final week of observations and they have written our conclusions. Ask your

students about their findings!!

● This week, ELI students continued work on their designer animals, looking deeper at

what their new species eats, where it lives and how its unique characteristics improve

their survival in its environment. Students began building a habitat for their animals

to meet their fundamental needs. It is exciting to watch how when time allows,

creativity flows through these students.

● ELI student's had a blast creating their "Hanimal" skits.  Everyone loved writing the

script, painting the animals, and watching the skits.

● Comments from the Mattakeesett class Reporter MJ Collentro:

○ Lisamarie Grace enjoyed learning about snakes during this week's group

lesson about reptiles.

○ Zack Lyne felt most proud of his improvement on his math problems this

week.

○ Brielle Giordano enjoyed her work on the amphibian ABC order.



○ Lily Upson is proud of moving on to the adverb grammar boxes.

Week of November 29

● Before Care for ELI and ELII has been moved down to the lower level; we will now

gather in the Blue Room in the Elementary building.

● ELI students did an outstanding job with their Science Fair projects. Each student did

a wonderful job presenting to their peers, as well as, teachers.

● Please send your child in the appropriate dress for the colder temperatures. We do go

outside most days and students should be prepared for the weather.

● Happy Upcoming Birthday to Cam Flaim, Cathryn Satanton, and Clara Duffany!

● In Mattakeeset: First and foremost, Everyone did a fantastic job on their science fair

project. We would like to congratulate everyone for such wonderful effort and

participation.

● Secondly, we will be doing gingerbread houses on December 6th. Each child was

asked to bring in one type of candy to share with the class on that day. Slips for what

to bring in were sent home this past week. Please, reach out to Julie with any

candy-related questions.

● For this week's group lesson, we did a deep dive into amphibians. Students

participated in a lively conversation about life cycles, habitats, and body parts.

Throughout the week, students worked independently on reading comprehension

activities, labeling their parts and functions, and categorizing types of amphibians.

● First years have been working on writing in their journals. They start with a list of

words that they read out loud and copy into their journal. This helps develop hand-eye

coordination, spelling skills, and vocabulary.

● Second years have been working diligently on handwriting tasks. We are encouraging

them to pay attention to the spacing between letters in a word versus words in a

sentence. Feel free to work on this at home as well by practicing letter writing

activities and small writing tasks.

● Third-years have just finished Shark Lady, the true story of Eugenie Clarks Life. They

ended their group read by answering discussion questions in small groups or pairs.

● Comments from our classroom reporter, Bryce Leking:

○ Max Bryer shared that he is most proud of himself for, completing the

hundreds board.

○ Oliva Christiano enjoyed working on her small SRA this week.



○ Liviana Demar is interested in her lesson on vertical lines and looks forward to

learning more about geometry.

○ Michael Collentro's favorite part of this week's group lesson was the group

discussion about amphibians.

● ELI students have been studying the animal kingdoms and classifications during their

work cycles. This week in Shop, students reviewed the characteristics of a mammal,

fish, reptile, amphibian, and bird as well as the difference between vertebrates and

invertebrates. Students then took this knowledge and designed their own unique

animal combining at least two classifications. I am excited to see where an

octopus/squid/bird will live.

● This week in their music and drama classes, Mattakeesett rehearsed Arctic Animal

Antics on stage with sound equipment. All students are encouraged to practice at

home with the vocal and accompaniment tracks until their performance on

Wednesday, December 8th at 6:00 PM.

● This week in their music and drama classes, Patuxet rehearsed Singing in the

Rainforest on stage with sound equipment. All students are encouraged to practice at

home with the vocal and accompaniment tracks until their performance on Thursday,

December 9th at 6:00 PM.

● ELI students are designing skits, drawings, and hand art, that will culminate in a

presentation next week of "Hanimals"".  This artistic adventure will be fun, imaginative,

and brimming with creativity.

Week of November 15

● In Patuxet, our Wednesday group lesson focused on Amphibians. The students

learned that an amphibian is a small animal with vertebrae that need water or a moist

environment to survive. Examples of these are frogs, salamanders, and newts to name

a few.

● The students learned many more facts about amphibians and created a poster

accompanying these facts with pictures of these creatures. Ask your student their

favorite fact!

● Keep in mind that on cold days students need a jacket for recess and other outdoor

times. Please send it along with your child in the mornings.

● ELI students have been learning about animals and their kingdoms. In Shop this

week, they discussed the differences between carnivores, herbivores, and omnivores,



what they eat, and even how they digest their food. Students then talked about how

our digestive system works and recreated the process making a big fun mess!

● This week in music class, Mattakeesett reviewed all of the music in Arctic Animal

Antics. Next class, students are expected to have the first three songs memorized.

○ Each student has been given a copy of the music with lyrics and a lyric packet

to take home to practice. They have also been emailed to parents. All students

are encouraged to practice at home with the vocal and accompaniment tracks.

● This week in music class, Patuxet learned the sixth and seventh songs in their musical,

Singing in the Rainforest, “Blue Morpho Butterfly” and “Snakes Can Slither.”

○ Each student has been given a copy of the music with lyrics and a lyric packet

to take home to practice. They have also been emailed to parents. All students

are encouraged to practice at home with the vocal and accompaniment tracks.

● Thanksgiving is the forefront of our minds for the next week and we have asked a few

of the students in Patuxet what they are most thankful for this year. Here are some of

the things they had to say:

○ Della: Friends and Family and food!

○ Greyson: Having all of my family members come over.

○ Stella: My dog and cat

○ Alex: My Friends

○ Hazel: My baby cousin

○ Oskar: Video games

○ Clara: Having dinner with my family, and having friends

○ Tyde: My family and my dog

○ Emerson: My family and my school

○ Cathryn: Spending time with my family

○ Genevieve: My cat and spending time with my family

● Mattakeeset has started our study of vertebrates with fish. Students had the

opportunity to draw a diagram of a fish (real or imagined) and label each part. Using

their creativity, students were able to make crayon-resistant paintings of their fish to

share with the class.

● First-year students have just started using Golden Bead Bar to solve addition

problems. This material encourages an understanding of skip counting, grouping, and

addition.



● Second-years have been refining their vocabulary using magnetic words. This is a

work where students are presented with two endings such as -ump and -ake, as well

as a list of consonants. They are then asked to make 5 words using each ending and

two sentences using one of the words.

● Third-years Are just finishing up Shark Lady. This true story highlights Eugene Clark's

time spent studying science, zoology, deep-sea diving, and especially sharks. This is an

inspirational story for young kids to reach for the sky and follow their dreams.

● Classroom comments from our reporter, Eva Guillette:

○ Anassa Alnatas shared that her most challenging work this week was

completing Parts of The Fish, which she is proud to say she has finished.

○ Jack Drapeau shared that he is most proud of completing his math problems

this week.

○ Anya Brooks is most proud of her labeling of the echinoderm.

○ Hannah Delgado is proud to share that she has been working very hard on her

spelling list this week.

● In Art, ELI students are finishing their animal portraits and have written adorable

statements about their furry friends and why they are so special to them.

Week of November 8

● It is important to send your child with proper, weather-appropriate attire each day as

we go outside most days, no matter the weather.

● Keep working on your Science Fair project!

● Homework reminder: Spellwell and IXL are both due each Friday.

● Patuxet learned about Ocean Invertebrates this week. Students made a book and

partnered together to read to one another about these ocean creatures.

● This week’s group lesson finished the invertebrate group with Mollusks.

● Students were able to use their knowledge of invertebrates to design their own

creatures. With biome, prey, and food source in mind students designed their ultimate

invertebrate.

● Students did an amazing job on spelling tests. Look forward to next week's words to

play some fun spelling games at home.

● Third-year students have been enjoying research projects on people such as Barack

Obama, Emilia Aerheart, and Abraham Lincoln. We look forward to hearing more.



● Second-year students have been working on elaborating in their journals and

collaborating on creative writing books.

● First-years have been working diligently on Explode the Code, decoding words,

spelling, and phonetics. They were also introduced to wordless books where students

are presented with a book with no words that they have to decide how to fill in. This

begins the creative writing process and encourages imagination.

● This week in Mattakeesett, we had fun celebrating Hazel Poppish and Sophia Lobato

Drzewiecki’s birthdays

● Next week is spirit week, a flyer was sent home outlining the dates. This is a fun way to

get involved with your child's school spirit!

● Please send in slippers if you haven't already.

● Please consistently check in with your child about homework.

● In Agriculture, after carding, dyeing, and felting their own alpaca wool into colorful

beads, the ELI children carefully threaded them into necklaces, bracelets, and

ornaments.

● This week in Shop, ELI students learned about the job of an architect.  The discussion

covered the six types of architects and their distinct differences including residential,

commercial, restoration, interior, landscape, and green design. The students then

designed their own buildings for multipurpose use, aka, tons of Lego minifigs and any

other object they could hold without collapsing. They could have built all day!

● In Artland, Matakeesett finished and shared their stunning books about the birds of

prey. Patuxet started drawing and painting their pet portraits.

●

Week of November 1

● We are continuing the study of invertebrates with Arthropods, Annelids, and

cnidarians. Students have been loving their diagrams of each species and look forward

to creating their own.

● First years have just been introduced to the Golden Beads and we will continue

working on them for the next few weeks.

● Second-year students have been working diligently on Math SRAs while third-years

are moving forward in math with mixed problem cards. These cards can contain



subjects like money, number sentences, and value. Students can explore

multidimensional thinking through the variety on each card.

● In writing, Second Years have been working on grammar drawers and parts of speech.

While third years have been working on independent reading work and reading

comprehension.

● Notes from our Mattakeesett reporter, Anya Brooks:

○ Cam Flaim shared that his favorite work this week was writing in his journal.

○ Bryce Leaking said that he enjoyed the new lesson on the Golden Beads and

number building

○ Tristian Roderick and Johannah Simeone both shared that their math work

was their biggest challenge this week.

● This week Patuxet students started an experiment using bread, eggs, and lettuce. The

students made observations as well as a  hypothesis on how time will affect each food

item. Upon taking a vote in the classroom: 5 students thought the bread would start

to go bad first, 16 thought the lettuce would, and 1 thought it would be the egg. After

observing, Cathryn said, "The lettuce is already starting to turn brown in some places".

Alex thinks "the bread is becoming stale." Genevieve thinks that "the egg will get

smaller."

● We started Mad Minutes in Patuxet this week with each grade level. Now that we are

in the swing of things we will continue this once a week until the end of school.

● In the Patuxet classroom, we celebrated Hazel's birthday this past Tuesday with

cupcakes she brought into the classroom. Happy Birthday, Hazel!

● Keep working on your Science Fair Project. We can't wait to see them all!

● Reminder: Homework goes home each Monday in each student's folder and is due

back on Friday; when spelling tests are given.

● In Art, Patuxet students finished their birds of prey books and gave a fabulous

presentation of their final books. Mattakeesett to follow next week.

● In Agriculture, ELI students continued their wool project by carding their dyed alpaca

wool and creating beautiful felted beads.

● This week in Shop, ELI students visited the smallest continent on Earth, Australia.

Students reviewed the differences between a continent and an island. They learned

about the unique wildlife of Australia, specifically the endangered Pygmy Possum of

Kangaroo Island. Weighing no more than 10 grams, these tiny marsupials were almost

completely wiped out after the brush fires of 2019.  Students were asked to build a raft



strong enough to hold at least 1 Pygmy Possum (about the weight of 4 pennies) and

float them safely to the mainland.  The excitement was high as students tested their

prototypes. How many Pygmies can we save?

Week of October 25
● In Art, ELI students worked on their book about birds of prey and colored in their

fabulous drawings.

● In Agriculture, ELI students had a lesson on wool and were able to card and dye their

alpaca wool with different shades of Kool Aid!

● This week was a very slow week in Elementary I due to the school closures. We did not

have our normal group lesson.

● We look forward to Johannah's birthday on the 30th

● We hope everyone is safe and well during this storm.

Week of October 18
● This week we celebrated Hannah's birthday on the 20th and we are looking forward to

Johanna's birthday on the 30th

● Third-year students wrote a letter to their future selves, sharing their hopes for the rest

of their school careers.

● Second-year students were introduced to Grammar Boxes where they spent time

practicing categories of nouns such as singular, plural, collective. They also identified

the difference between proper and improper nouns.

● First-year students were introduced to Explode The Code this week. Explode The Code

is a spelling and phonics work that helps students to blend letters, identify sounds,

and spell sight words.

● ELI students took this week to review the tools they know remembering their parts

and how they function. They worked in stations using hammers, screwdrivers,

wrenches, pliers, tape measures, and levels. These students are solidly independent

with their toolboxes now, which was an exciting achievement!

● Quotes from the Mattakeesett classroom, reported by Zoe Travers:

○ Matthew Toffey shared that his favorite work this week was the Animal

Kingdom Chart.

○ Kiirsta Shopshire enjoyed doing the math exchange game with Olivia

Christiano.

○ Eva Guillette enjoyed the lesson on Grammar Box.



○ Madelyn Kane's highlight of the week was working on her project in art class.

● In Agriculture, ELI was given a lesson on herbs and how to preserve them for future

use. They gathered oregano and prepared their bundles for drying then made

homemade lemonade made special with our farm-grown mint. Delicious!

● In Art, ELI students finished up their 3-dimensional animal art and started coloring in

their fabulous drawings from the wingmaster program.  It was such an inspiring

presentation last week, and every student has several stunning drawings, which they

will eventually make into a book.

● This week in music class, Mattakeesett learned the third song in their musical, Arctic

Animal Antics, “The Penguin Ball” Each student was given a copy of the music with

lyrics and a lyric packet to take home to practice. All students are encouraged to

practice at home with the vocal and accompaniment tracks.

● This week in music class, Patuxet learned the fourth song in their musical, Singing in

the Rainforest, “Ocelot,” and ran all of the music covered in class thus far. Each student

was given a copy of the music with lyrics and lyric packet to take home to practice. All

students are encouraged to practice at home with the vocal and accompaniment

tracks.

● Reminders:

○ We know Halloween is an exciting time for the children. We ask that children

do not wear costumes to school and that parents do not send in any

Halloween treats for classmates this year due to classroom allergies. We will all

celebrate together at BOO Fest if you are able to make it! Thank you for

understanding.

○ Homework will be coming home again this week. Please be sure to complete it

and send the folder back by Friday, 10/29.

○ Please have indoor shoes by December 1.

○ If you haven't already, please bring in Science Fair slips by Monday 10/25.

○ Parent-Teacher Conferences will be held on campus on Tuesday, November 23.

If you have not chosen a time slot, please click the below links to do so:

■ Mattakeesett Time Slots

■ Patuxet Time Slots

Week of October 11
● Thank you for bringing homework back and please be on the lookout for the

homework reminder on Monday.

https://www.signupgenius.com/go/70A0B4AAFAE2EA3FF2-mattakeesett2
https://www.signupgenius.com/go/70A0B4AAFAE2EA3FE3-patuxet1


● Please bring in indoor shoes for muddy days.

● Students learned about the 5 kingdoms, specific parts of the animal kingdom, and

class sorting.

● Students also had the opportunity to see the Wingmasters show, where they learned

about birds of prey, and even got to see a few such as the American Kestral and the

Great Horned Owl.

● Here are some quotes from our Mattakeesett classroom reporter Lily Upson:

○ Juliette Dickey shared that her favorite work this week is geometric solids.

○ Brielle Giordano said that her favorite work this week was Bird SRAs.

○ Michael Collentro shared that his most challenging work is the multiplication

bingo board.

○ Truman Kelley is working on a book with Jack Drapeau called "The RV Book"

● IXL homework assignments will be coming home in student’s folders on Monday,

October 22.. IXL is a computer Math program where students solidify the

mathematical concepts they are working on in the classroom. Make sure to check

your child’s folder for further information.

● Students in Patuxet learned about Vertebrates and Invertebrates during our group

lesson on Wednesday. We discussed characteristics in a group and then separated

into pairs for some more in-depth discovery.

● This week in Shop, ELI wrapped up their Wind Chime projects with the addition of

purple sea glass on their last two strands. Students are excited to hang them at home

for their families to enjoy!

● This week in music class, Mattakeesett learned the third song in their musical, Arctic

Animal Antics, “One Good Tern Deserves Another” Each student was given a copy of

the music with lyrics to take home to practice. All students are encouraged to practice

at home with the vocal and accompaniment tracks.

● This week in music class, Patuxet had a combined class with drama. They worked on

all of the songs from their musical, Singing in the Rainforest, that they’ve learned thus

far.

● ELI artists are putting their finishing touches on their mixed-media masterpieces of a

favorite animal. The end results are adorable. They also had the opportunity to draw

birds of prey during the Wingmaster program.

Week of October 4



● This week's group lesson was based on the Timeline of Life. We had a group

discussion, looked at fossils, and read a story about how living things have evolved.

● (Mattakeesett) - This week in music class, Mattakeesett learned the second song in

their musical, Arctic Animal Antics, “Roly, Poly Polar Bear!” Each student was given a

copy of the music with lyrics to take home to practice. All students are encouraged to

practice at home with the vocal and accompaniment tracks.

● (Patuxet) - This week in music class, Patuxet learned the third song in their musical,

Singing in the Rainforest, “Toucan, You Can Do Lots of Things.” Each student was given

a copy of the music with lyrics to take home to practice. All students are encouraged

to practice at home with the vocal and accompaniment tracks.

● In Art, ELI students painted their paper mache animal heads and are working

diligently on drawing the bodies.  The mixed media pieces are truly works of art and

will be coming home soon.

● Shop: After learning how wind is made and more about wind speed last week, ELI

students worked on their sea glass wind chimes this week showing their skills using

glue guns and drills to create the base and first glass strand for their chimes. They will

complete them next week and bring them home to enjoy.

● Reminders:

○ This coming week we will be sending home science fair information, please

read it over with your student and feel free to help them brainstorm project

ideas.

○ Book orders will also be sent home this week, take a look and see what might

interest your child. Books should be ordered by Friday, October 22nd.

○ Please send in a sweatshirt and pair of slippers for your child to keep in their

cubby if you haven't done so already. We do ask that you send your child in

with weather-appropriate attire each day.

○ Happy Birthday to Bryce Leking, and Lily Upson!

Week of September 27
● The weather is (finally) getting cooler. Please send in a sweatshirt and or raincoat that

can be kept in your students cubby.  Also, If your child has not brought in slippers

please do so sometime this week.

● Please, remember to pack extra masks in your child's backpack and send them into

school with one already on. This is very important for keeping Bay Farm families and

staff safe.



● Enrichment started this week with great success. The students who have participated

are eagerly awaiting their next session.

● The Patuxet classroom has started studying the 5 Kingdoms. The students watched a

brief video about the Monera, Protista, Fungi, Plant, and Animal Kingdoms. After, they

were asked to study 3 examples from each and draw them on paper.

● Reading groups have started with second and third-year students. Reading together

as a group improves reading, develops critical thinking skills, vocabulary, and reading

comprehension just to name a few. Feel free to ask your child what they are reading in

class!

● In Mattakeesett, students have started learning about living and non-living creatures

objects, and everything in between. This lesson involved a trip outside to identify as

many "living" "non-living" and "used to be living" items as they could find. Students

then worked in small reading groups to learn more about what is required for

something to be labeled as "living" and "non-living".

● First-year students have been working diligently on reading and writing works. they

have been improving their handwriting, working on sounding out letters and

decoding words, and demonstrating their reading comprehension through SRA's

● Second-year students have just been introduced to dynamic subtraction, they are

enjoying the challenge and excited to impress. Feel free to practice simple addition

and subtraction facts at home, possibly through card/board games, shopping in the

grocery store, or any other way you might think of.

● Third-year students have been working diligently on multiplication and division. After

summer break they are excited to get back into the swing of the classroom, they are

enjoying being the "older ones" and getting to learn more complex math. They have

also been the leaders for small reading groups and have shined using it as an

opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge and skill.

● This week in Agriculture students took a closer look at the honeybee and why they are

so important to our food system. We also explored pollination and how honeybees are

so effective at what they do!

● In Artland, students continued on their animal adventure and designed paper mache

heads of their favorite animal.  These sculptures will be incorporated into a mixed

media work of art that will surely be dazzling.  The students had fun exploring this art

medium.

● In Shop  ELI students studied the ocean, its waves, the density of its water, and how

friction creates Seaglass on our beaches. This week, students went further, taking a



look at wind and how it is produced in our atmosphere.  Student's discussed how high

and low pressure moves the air horizontally and talked about Francis Beaufort's wind

classifications.  They then built their own Anemometers.

Week of September 20
● Students from both classrooms joined together to learn about the Big Bang! During

our lesson, children learned about the Earth's formation while watching

demonstrations by Katie. Students learned about solids, liquids, and gasses, and how

the sun, volcanos, mountains, volcanoes, and oceans all came to be.

● Second Years were given their first Handwriting lesson of the year this week.

● On Tuesday, we celebrated International Day of Peace Day by sharing quotes about

Peace and singing a song of Peace, called “Light a Candle for Peace” with the entire

school community.

● To celebrate, in Patuxet, Kate read the book “Peace” written by Baptiste Paul and

Miranda Paul.

● In Mattakeesett, Katie read the book “What Does Peace Feel Like.” The Third Year

students helped create a book about what peace feels like and shared the book with

their classroom.

● All students are settling into the classroom routine and enjoy having mini-group

lessons, working on their individual work, and joining up with friends and peers to

work on their partner work.

● Explode the code work was introduced this week to Second and Third Year students.

This book helps students develop reading in writing skills through various styles of

questions and answers.

● This week in Art, ELI finished up their fabulous oil pastel drawings of animals, with

stunning end results. Every picture is truly breathtaking.

● In Agriculture, ELI spent time getting to know the Bay Farm animals. They were a

great help with all of the various farm chores.

● ELI had a question, "how do you make sea glass?" So, we made sea glass this week in

Shop. Students learned that Earth is 70.8% ocean and that 80% of that is unmapped,

unobserved, and unexplored. Students talked about density by comparing saltwater

to freshwater. They discussed how waves are created by the wind and how their

constant tumbling can smooth both rock and glass. Finally, students prepped the

rock tumbler to make their sea glass.  I can't wait to see how it turns out!



● This week in music and drama with Alyssa and Rachel, Patuxet students have been

working on practicing their lines and music for their play performance of "Singin' in

the Rainforest" and Mattakeesett for their performance of "Arctic Animal Antics." Both

will be performed on the evening of December 9.

Week of September 13
● First-Year students have been introduced to many new works this week such as word

object match, exchange game, and sight word flashcards.

● Second-Year students were introduced to math Science Research Associate materials.

These materials help with comprehension. Students also started editing sentence

cards.

● Third-Year students have been leading small reading groups, reviewing multiplication

and division, and practicing their grammar skills.

● In the Patuxet classroom, First-Year students had their first handwriting lesson.

Second and Third years will be starting these lessons up next week.

● Both classrooms have been adjusting wonderfully to the new school year, it has been

such a pleasure seeing the classroom filled with engaged and excited students.

● This week in agriculture, students took a look at what it means to be living and

non-living, touring the barnyard to document organisms that exhibit the 7 criteria all

living things need to do.

● This semester in Artland, ELI  students are off on an animal adventure.  They will be

creating many masterpieces using a variety of art mediums.  Currently, they are

learning about color mixing and designing stunning animal drawings using oil

pastels.

● This week in music and drama,  students began preparing for their fall productions.

● In music class, all CH-MS students rehearsed "Light a Candle for Peace" by Shelley

Murley. This song will be performed by the BFMA community for the International Day

of Peace on Tuesday, September 21st.

● Students started Shop off by really getting to know their classmates with an interview

process.  What do you like to do for fun? If you could have animal arms, what animal

would you pick? Is there something you need help with? After collecting details about

their tablemates, they each took time to brainstorm how to build a prototype to reflect

what they needed. The gifts that were given were over-the-top creative and full of

detail. These students know how to design with purpose.

● Reminders:

○ Please bring a placemat for lunchtime if you haven't already.



○ As the weather gets rainy, please dress appropriately and bring a sweatshirt or

raincoat.

Week of September 6

● In the classroom, we have started sharing summer projects and we will continue

doing so through next week. Please feel free to bring them any time before Friday 9/17

to be shared with the class. We look forward to seeing everyone's hard work.

● We've started working on a review of last year to prepare for what we will be working

on this year. We covered ground rules for appropriate classroom and playground

behavior, feel free to ask your kids what rules they may have added to the classroom

contracts.

● ELI spent their first Shop class brushing up their Design Thinking mindset. They

focused on empathizing with their community at Bay Farm, their town, state, country,

continent, and the planet. How do we see things and problems through the eyes of

others? How do we understand what problems to solve? Where do we fit in our

community and what can we contribute? It was also super exciting to actually be IN

the Shop! It’s going to be a wonderful year!


